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BACKGROUND 

THE VIRTUE CENTER 
Upscale Medical Marijuana Dispensary 

With the approval of Proposition 203 by the citizens of Arizona, the State has 

elected to compassionately allow patients suffering from certain debilitating disease 

and conditions, especially cancers and immunosuppressive disorders, to finally obtain a 

useful medicinal remedy by legal methods. These patients could be our mothers and 

fathers, sisters or brothers, children or grandchildren. The medical community sees this 

as a great and much needed opportunity to improve the health care and quality of life of 

our patients and fellow citizens. 

Arizona officials have wisely chosen to avoid the dispensary models allowed in 

neighboring states, specifically California and Colorado, in favor of a more "clinical" 

approach. Patients deserve the security of a professional approach to the dispensary 

concept, where they can receive appropriate counseling, oversight, and their needed 

medicines without fear or embarrassment. 

Three successful, established Physicians (Joel Colley, M.D. - Anesthesia/Pain 

Management, Frank Tindall, M.D. - Orthopedic Surgery, and Richard Strand, M.D. -

Radiology) with over 100 "combined practice years" in Arizona formed OF&C 

Corporation, an Arizona non-profit entity to bring a "Medical Clinic" atmosphere to the 

vision for Medical Marijuana Dispensaries. Mr. Norman March, a successful Arizona 

business person for over 25 years shares their creative passions, and he has added 

strategic business acumen to the project. All directors have established successful 

enterprises in this state, and have agreed to donate all profits in excess of usual and 

customary business expenses to qualified charities in Arizona, including the 

proposed State fund to assist those in need of medicinal marijuana products who are 

unable to pay. 

The Principals have a vast personal and professional experience administering to 

the pharmacological needs of patients who will qualify under the new laws to legally 
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receive the benefits of legalized marijuana products. OF&C Corporation envisions a 

"medicinal" movement toward more of the prepared/infused products that specifically 

target the symptoms to be treated, rather than the more traditional "combustible" 

delivery system. This is where we envision the industry standards residing. We believe 

this to be the more legitimate and natural remedy focus for this industry. 

REQUEST 

OF&C Corporation has secured an upscale business property in Scottsdale 

Airpark. The property owner can personally identify with the pain of chronic 

debilitating diseases, and he is supportive of the efforts and the mission of our team. 

This application is to request a Conditional Use Permit to allow for a medical marijuana 

dispensary at 7301 E. Evans Rd. This facility, The Virtue Center, will serve as a 

medical marijuana dispensary ONLY. 

The Principals have committed to a site security plan that greatly exceeds the 

State requirements, allowing DHS designated officials open access to the monitoring 

system from their offices if they so desire. The delivery area is enclosed and secure, 

with no product transfer occurring in any open area. The "state of the art" alarm and 

monitoring system will provide efficient and complete security for both the staff and 

our patients (please refer to the site/security/alarm plan filed with the application). All 

products, with the exception of some prepackaged sealed "infused items" will be stored 

in a "steel caged" refrigeration system, which will allow no odors to emanate into the 

building. Our sanitation/waste management policy exceeds State and City guideline 

requirements. 

With .the "medical clinic" approach that the State and City envision, we will 

encourage our patients to adhere to an appointment schedule, thus there will be little 
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increased traffic noticed in the Scottsdale Airpark complex, itself a light industrial area. 

The daily activities of the clinic should easily blend into the n ormal milieu of business 

activities in this area, while allowing our patients easy access to the medicinal products 

they need and deserve. This site is conveniently located to all hospital campuses, 

including The Virginia Piper Cancer Center. 

COMPLIANCE WITH ZONING ORDINANCE 

The site conforms to the regulations included in the newly adopted Text 

Amendment. The property is zoned 1-1 which allows medical marijuana dispensaries. 

There is no residential zoning R1-_, R-2 and M-H within 500 feet of the site. There are 

no public, private and/or charter schools within 500 feet of the site. Therefore, this 

location meets all of the required separation setbacks outlined in the City's Ordinance 

and is ideal for a medical marijuana dispensary. 

MEETS AND EXCEEDS CITY'S USE PERMIT CRITERIA 

The Virtue Center meets and/or exceeds all of the use permit criteria set forth in 

the Scottsdale Zoning Code section 1.401. 

A. The granting of this Use Permit will in no way be detrimental to the public 

health, safety or welfare of the surrounding area. 

1. This use does not create damage or nuisance caused from noise, odor, 

dust, vibration or illumination. This operation will be run just as any 

upscale medical office is run. The Virtue Center will eliminate any 
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potential odor by storing the medical marijuana in industrial 

refrigerators. 

2. No Impact on surrounding area from traffic. Patients of The Virtue 

Center will be required to schedule appointments to pick up their 

"prescriptions" to alleviate unusual volumes of traffic. 

B. This use is compatible with surrounding uses . It is the goal of OF&C 

Corporation to establish an upscale medical office environment. Some of the 

other uses in the area include dental offices, medical offices, alarm 

companies and general offices. 

C. This location meets all other additional conditions. 

CONCLUSION 

The Principals of OF&C Corporation believe in solid standards and appropriate 

rules and regulations. They are outstanding members of the community, well respected 

doctors and business men who will strive to bring nothing but the "best" to the City of 

Scottsdale. 
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